GLENMAR SAILING ASSOCIATION

ANNUAL RECOGNITION PROGRAM

2021 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMMODORE Narlin Beaty
VICE COMMODORE Rob Horlacher
REAR COMMODORE Tod Herrick
FLEET CAPTAIN – PHRF Michael Johns
FLEET CAPTAIN – Portsmouth Bill Lammeree
TREASURER Jack Janos
SECRETARY Anne Herrick
SR-MEMBER-AT-LARGE Margaret Cellucci
PAST COMMODORE Ken Mercer

2022 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMMODORE Margaret Cellucci
VICE COMMODORE Victoria Gibb
REAR COMMODORE Tod Herrick
FLEET CAPTAIN – PHRF Michael Johns
FLEET CAPTAIN – Portsmouth Bill Lammeree
TREASURER Jack Janos
SECRETARY Anne Herrick
SR-MEMBER-AT-LARGE Corey Mitchell
JUNIOR MEMBER AT LARGE Marisa Conner
PAST COMMODORE Narlin Beaty

GLENMAR SAILING ASSOCIATION

Annual Awards 2021

2021 CRUSING FLEET AWARDS

FAMILY CRUISE PARTICIPANTS
Mandolin, Down Home, Crisis Averted, Frigate Connie, Cariad, LegaSea Morning Light, Orion’s Child, Aurora

BOB SHIPLEY AWARD
Sandra Allen on Dragon Lady

COMMODORE’S AWARDS

MARX MOELLER TROPHY
Dave & Janet Jonah

GARY M. STINEFELT MEMORIAL TROPHY
Robert Blake

SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
Dan Miller Blonde Stranger

DREW TALBOT MEMORIAL AWARD
Jeff Johnston Witch’s Flower

RACE COMMITTEE AWARD
Pat Seidel
2021 PORTSMOUTH FLEET RESULTS

Series 1 – Tory Gibb
Series 2 – Ron Conner
Series 3 – Ron Conner
Series 4 – Bill Lammerree
High Point – Bill Lammerree
Capsize Award – Steve Simcoe

2020 PHRF FLEET RESULTS:

2020 PORTSMOUTH FLEET RESULTS

Series 1 – Tory Gibb
Series 2 – Ron Conner
Series 3 – Ron Conner
Series 4 – Bill Lammerree
High Point – Bill Lammerree
Capsize Award – Steve Simcoe

2020 PHRF FLEET RESULTS:

SPRING SERIES:

PHRF A
1st Split Decision Jordan Tacchetti
2nd Liquid Limit II Dave Kozera

PHRF B
1st Still a Gorilla Tom Calvert
2nd Liquid Limit II Dave Kozera

PHRF C
1st Three Sheets Tim Myers

PHRF N
1st Javelin Gary Moler

SUMMER SERIES:

PHRF A
1st Split Decision Jordan Tacchetti

PHRF B
1st Liquid Limit II Dave Kozera
2nd Witches Flower Michael Johns

PHRF C
1st Three Sheets Tim Myers

PHRF N
1st Vitesse Paul Rybczynski

AARP SERIES:

1st Witches Flower Michael Johns
2nd Three Sheets Tim Myers
3rd Still a Gorilla Tom Calvert
4th Blonde Stranger Dan Miller

BLACK CAT:

1st LabRat Mike Zapf
2nd Still a Gorilla Tom Calvert
3rd Liquid Limit II Dave Kozera

Division II (5 Boats)

FALL SERIES:

PHRF A
1st Kokomo Express High/Sorensen
2nd Lab Rat II Mike Zapf

PHRF B
1st Liquid Limit Dave Kozera
2nd Witches Flower Michael Johns

PHRF C
1st Three Sheets Tim Myers

PHRF N
1st Vitesse Paul Rybczynski

AARP SERIES:

1st Witches Flower Michael Johns
2nd Three Sheets Tim Myers
3rd Still a Gorilla Tom Calvert
4th Blonde Stranger Dan Miller

GSA HIGH POINT AWARDS

PHRF A
1st Split Decision Jordan Tacchetti

PHRF B
1st Liquid Limit Dave Kozera
2nd Witches Flower Michael Johns

PHRF C
1st Three Sheets Tim Myers

PHRF N
1st Vitesse Paul Rybczynski

CBYRA SANCTIONED RACES:

Northern Bay Series – GSA on Podium

PHRF B
3rd Witches Flower Michael Johns

PHRF N
1st Kokomo Express High/Sorensen
3rd Blonde Stranger Dan Miller